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+ SPECIFICATIONS

CAPACITY Single: 90L polyethylene liner | Double: 2x 90L polyethylene liners

FINISHES

Body: laminate, or powdercoated galvanised steel
Lid: spun stainless steel, satin polished
Bump rail and skirting: stainless steel with floor protectors
Laminate colours: choose from our preselected Laminex colours or custom  
specify your own
Powdercoat colours: select from Botton + Gardiner’s standard range or custom 
specify a colour

FEATURES

Manage recycling by splitting your waste streams | If you want dual recycling and 
garbage waste collection we recommend having one convex 100mm chute to visually 
cue to customers the recycling side at point of disposal | Double size has a folding 
hinged lid for easy removal of the liners | Bright vinyl signage on the double bins is 
easily recognisable by customers and saves labour in sorting waste | Vinyl decals 
can be removed and replaced in future for changes to waste streams | Durable spun 
stainless steel lid for hard use environments with softened edges for safety

OPTIONS

Opt to have both chutes as concave (with 200mm dia openings) if you require 
double general waste channels | Customise the standard vinyl decals to your 
brand colours and waste channels | Opt to add vinyl decals to your single bins for 
extra branding or designating a bin as recycling | Engraved enamel fill signage is 
a hard wearing, long term option for heavy traffic areas

WARRANTY 5 years

FIXING Freestanding or surface fixed 

INDICATIVE 
LEADTIME Made in Australia | 5–6 weeks

+ DIMENSIONS (mm)
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Manly
LITTER BIN

Ultra functional, the iconic Manly bin was designed 
with shopping centres front of mind. The hygienic 

stainless steel lid is easy to wipe over, the spun form 
has softened edges for safety, and the gently sloped 

chute ensures waste doesn’t accumulate on the top of 
the bin. Add non-scratching floor protectors, skirting 

for cleaning machines and a bump rail set at the 
perfect height to protect from trolleys and it’s clear 

to see why Manly has been used in shopping centres 
for decades. Manly is your set and forget solution.
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